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WINNERS’ Circle
COS Business Products
& Interiors, TN Dealer, Celebrates
70th Anniversary

Latest End User Research
Has Good News-Bad News
Message for Independents

Congratulations to Skip Ireland and his team at COS
Business products & Interiors in Chattanooga, which
this year is celebrating its 70th year of service to the
local business community.
COS was founded as Chattanooga Office Supply in
1941 by Skip’s grandfather, Henry H. Ireland, Sr.
Fast forward to today and the business has evolved to
become a full-service, one-stop shop provider of business products and office furniture.
The dealership is still very much in the hands of the Ireland family. Skip and his brother James E. “Jim” Ireland,
vice president of operations, represent the third generation of the family to lead the business, having purchased
it in 1983 from their father, H. Hudson Ireland, Jr.
Since that purchase, they have seen annual sales more
than quadruple and the product mix has expanded dramatically, with the addition to its traditional offices supplies base of office furniture, computer products, laser
and inkjet cartridges, safety products, break room, janitorial products and ad specialties.
“There’s never been a better time to be an independent
business in the office products industry than today,”
Skip says. “More and more of the customers we once
lost to the big box resellers are coming back. They’re
finding that our prices are routinely better, and we offer
a level of service that only a local, independently-owned
and operated business can provide. We’re certainly
proud of our past and the legacy our grandfather and
father have left us with. However, the best times are
ahead of us and we are really excited about the next 70
years and the continuing opportunity to serve all of our
customers in the Tri-State area.”
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Probably the biggest piece of bad news was a disturbing lack of
awareness among far too many consumers—commercial and retail—of the independent dealers in their community. Only 32% of retail consumers and 52% of commercial purchasers surveyed said
they were even aware of independent resellers and that’s not good.
Also of concern: a finding that indicated close to a third of office
workers are what United calls “empowered consumers,” who bypass their company’s office products buyer and even their supplies
cabinet and purchase what they need wherever they want, with the
implication being that “wherever they want” could well be somewhere outside the independent dealer channel.
Not all the news was bad, though. Survey respondents said independents understand their needs better than the big box competition
and care more about them as people, underscoring the independent
dealer’s remarkable ability to build long-term relationships with customers.
There were also encouraging signs from the survey that the “Buy
Local” movement is continuing to gain traction, promising further
good news for locally-owned and operated independents.
So as it has in the past, this year’s research from United reveals some
problems that need addressing and highlights some opportunities
for independents that hold the potential for future sales growth.
The key, of course, is action. As an industry, we simply don’t know
enough about our customers and what drives them and United deserves kudos for making an ongoing investment in helping to find
out more.
But their findings don’t mean a hill of beans unless dealers take the
information and put it to work. Do you know where the “empowered
buyers” are in your customers’ organizations?
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As reported elsewhere in this issue, United Stationers last month released findings from their latest
Vision end user research and as in the past, there
was good news and bad news for independents.

How much time and effort do you put into raising awareness of your
products and services in your community? Are you doing anything
to promote yourself as an important “Buy Local” resource?
The bottom line: United’s Vision research does a good job of framing
some of the key questions facing independent dealers today. But the
only ones who can really answer those questions effectively are the
dealers themselves.
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Kenny Sayes, LA Dealer, Named
State Small Business Person of
the Year
In Alexandra, Louisiana, congratulations are
very much in order for Kenny Sayes, president and CEO of Sayes Office Supply, who
was recently honored by the Small Business
Administration (SBA) as Louisiana Small Business Person of the Year.
“Award winners represent some of the
brightest and most talented entrepreneurs
throughout the U.S., and it is an honor for
us to recognize them,” said SBA regional
administrator Yolanda Garcia Olivarez.
Kenny certainly fits that bill and then some!
Kenny’s’ family started in the office supply business with almost nothing, he told his local newspaper for an article covering the award.

Louisiana’s Small Business
Person of the Year Kenny Sayes
at the awards ceremony.

“I’m proud to carry on the tradition taught
to me by my family,” said Kenny, whose
family owned another local dealership.

“The fact they have really built this business on
their own truly represents the entrepreneurial
spirit,” said Michael Ricks, director of the
Louisiana District Office of the SBA. “They put
everything on the line to be successful. That kind
of spirit should be rewarded.”
Ricks said Sayes was “head and shoulders” at
the top of this year’s pool of nominees, and picking him was “an easy choice,” not only because
of the company’s recent success, but also because of its position in the community.
“It’s important to be successful,” Ricks said. “In
difficult economic times, they have been able to
perform well above others. But it is also the level
of community support and service they have exhibited. That’s what really made them stand out,
their involvement in the community.”
Hat’s off to Kenny and his team and another independent who’s showing once again that the
entrepreneurial spirit is alive and well in the office
products business!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Since 1983, the office products industry has served as a key fundraiser for the
City of Hope, one of the country’s leading research and treatment center for
cancer, diabetes and other life-threatening diseases. At INDEPENDENT
DEALER, we’re proud to join with the fine companies represented on this page
who are supporting our new “Logos for Hope” campaign. To find out how you
can add your support, click here.
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Eaton Office Supply, NY Dealer, Wins Special
Business Ethics Award

involvement with industry manufacturers as a former chairman of
both TriMega and the BPGI global dealer consortium.

Maintaining a reputation for strong business ethics hasn’t been easy
over the past couple of years for office products companies.

“Both within my own company and at TriMega and BPGI, we have
always tried to promote a culture of honesty and integrity and not
promise what we can’t deliver,’ Bruce said.

Newspaper headlines and TV reports about big box state contract
pricing irregularities and costly settlements on overtime payments
have tarnished our entire industry and created an “everybody does
it” mentality in the minds of far too many consumers.

“The award is particularly gratifying because of that, and our customers and our own employees were thrilled by the news.”

All that makes it a particular pleasure to help spread the word
about a special award that recently came the way of Bruce Eaton
and his team at Amherst, New York-based Eaton Office Supply.
Eaton’s was just one of three companies honored last month with
a 2011 Buffalo Niagara Business Ethics awards.
The awards were presented by the Buffalo Niagara Business
Ethics Association in recognition of adherence to ethical standards in business practices.
The award winners “have chosen the high road and consistently
demonstrate exemplary ethical conduct in their businesses and
professions,” the 2011 awards chairman Fred Holender told a
local newspaper. “In other words, these companies make a difference in our community, not just for what they do, but how they
choose to do business . . . the right way.”
For Bruce himself, the award has a special meaning related to his
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And last month’s award may not be the last piece of good news for
Eaton’s on the ethics front this year. As a regional award winner, the
dealership will be automatically entered in a national awards contest,
the American Business Ethics Awards. Winners are due to be announced in September. Stay tuned!

Houston Dealer Lupe Fraga Garners Special
Recognition for Community Involvement
The champagne was popping at Tejas Office Products in Houston
recently, as chairman Lupe Fraga and his brother Felix were honored by the Center for Houston’s Future with the Eugene H.
Vaughan Civic Leadership Award for their life-long commitment
to creating a better community for the city.
Lupe’s contribution to Houston’s growth has brought him leadership positions in what is virtually a Who’s Who of the city’s community organizations.
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The #1 Software Provider for the Office Products Industry

Build your business
for success
Only ECi offers you a choice
in software solutions to fit your
business. Over 400 new
customers have made the
switch to ECi in the past year.

Introducing

Only ECi offers you more:
• Business systems designed to fit your needs—whether you are a small startup or a large, multi-location company
• Manage multiple verticals including office products, office machines, office furniture, break room supplies,
IT consumables, MPS and more
• Best-in-class e-commerce solutions that allow you to compete with the big-box stores
• Every solution your business needs—from credit card processing to business intelligence to document management
• 30+ years of industry experience, more than 5500 customers and $100 million in e-commerce sales per month

The foundation for your business’ success.

www.ECiSolutions.com/Success
800-959-3367 ext. 66500 • www.ecisolutions.com • info@ecisolutions.com
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The list includes the Metropolitan YMCA, Houston Proud, Sam
Houston Area Council of the Boy Scouts of America, Houston
Urban League, Central Bank Development, United Way of the
Texas Gulf Coast, National YMCA, Houston Hispanic Forum, Houston Zoological Society and the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas'
Houston Branch, as well as numerous charitable foundations and
business development groups.
Lupe’s brother Felix has been no less active. At the age of 15, he
started working as a youth worker at Neighborhood Centers Inc.,

a local community development organization, and today serves
as its vice president of external affairs.
Felix too can look back on a life-long commitment to community
service. Felix is currently a member of the Houston Committee
for Private Sector Initiatives, Houston Housing Development Corporation, the United Way Campaign, and the Housing Finance
Corporation and also serves on several arts and education-related
boards and councils.
Our congratulations to both Lupe and Felix for providing yet another example of the very special way independents find to give
back to the communities they call home.

Major League Baseball Honors
Keeney's Office Supply & Interiors, WA Dealer
Lisa Keeney McCarthy and her team at Seattle’s Keeney’s Office
Supply and Office Interiors hit a home run last month, as the dealership was selected for the 2011 Jackie Robinson “Most Valuable
Diverse Business Partner” (MVDBP) Award by the Seattle Mariners
and Major League Baseball.
The award is presented to companies that Major League Baseball
says reflect the character and commitment to excellence of baseball
legend Jackie Robinson.
Tejas Office Products chairman Lupe Fraga (center) and his family celebrate
Lupe’s award from the Center for Houston’s Future.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

THE OFFICE FURNITURE MARKET IS LOOKING STRONGER THAN IT HAS IN A LONG TIME
Make sure you make the most of it all with the new Guaranteed! sales leads from SalesTactix®

GUARANTEED!...No more time wasted on cold calls that lead nowhere
GUARANTEED!...Appointments with prospects that have a genuine furniture need
GUARANTEED!...We track down live leads and set up appointments, so your reps can focus on ... CLOSINGThe
DEAL!
Norma Anthony of BF Molz had this to say about the SalesTactix Program

ZERO
RISK
GUARANTEE

SalesTactix GUARANTEES
that the real opportunity
presented in these
appointments will more
than pay for the cost
of the program!

“We recently employed an Office Furniture Lead Generation Program with SalesTactix and so far the
results are very promising. SalesTactix actually finds Office Furniture opportunities within both our
current office supply clients as well as using lists of prospects that are moving. They then qualify and
set the actual appointments. I would recommend this program to office products dealers that are
looking to increase their Office Furniture business.”

CRM • LEAD GENERATION • MARKETING SUPPORT
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www.salestactix.com or email Tom at
tom.ketchum@salestactix.com
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Keeney’s Office Supply & Interiors president Lisa Keeney
McCarthy receives the 2011
Jackie Robinson Award from
Seattle Mariners president
Chuck Armstrong.
“It’s a great honor to have
Keeney's name linked with
someone of the stature of
Jackie Robinson,” commented Lisa. The dealership has a record of service
as a primary vendor with
the Seattle Mariners that
goes back over a decade.

reports over 32,000 of them for each issue—have been posting
their votes for Best of Northwest Indiana suppliers and guess who
came up tops in the “Best Place to Purchase Office Equipment
and Supplies” category?
Not Office Depot, not OfficeMax and no, not even Staples. McShane’s Business Products & Solutions in Munster and Chestertown’s Kramer & Leonard beat out all of their big box competition
to tie for first place in the category, and Kramer & Leonard also
picked up a first place tie with an Indiana contract furniture dealer,
HDW Commercial Interiors in Schererville, in the “Best Place To
Purchase Office Furniture” category.
We’ve said it before and we’ll no doubt say it again: When it
comes to superior service and value, no one does it better than
today’s independents. And if this latest poll offers any indication,
word is getting out to more and more key B2B customers!

The Phillips Group, PA Dealer, Draws 800 Visitors to
Annual Business Expo

OEC, AL Dealer, Shows ‘The Coast Cares’ with
Innovative Tornado Relief Effort

It was show time last month in Middletown, Pennsylvania, as The
Phillips Group hosted some 800 customers and prospects at its
annual Business Expo.

In North Alabama, people are still digging out after the tornadoes
that ripped through the state in April. But the hard work of putting
their lives back together is just a little easier, thanks to Gerri
Kennedy-Holland and her team at OEC in Mobile.

This year's Expo, held at the company's Middletown headquarters, featured representatives from more than 50 vendors..
Phillips also provided guests with breakfast and lunch, massages,
health and wellness screenings, giveaways and prize drawings.

OEC put together a relief effort of their own, calling on customers
and business partners to “help our neighbors in North
Alabama.”
For the past month, OEC drivers have been collecting much
needed supplies like blankets, diapers and baby food, bottled
water, medical supplies and cleaning products as they make their
deliveries.
Contributions are then picked up by OEC’s first-call wholesaler
S.P. Richards and trucked to the Salvation Army in North
Alabama.
“We were hit pretty hard by Hurricane Katrina back in 2005 and
our friends in the North responded very generously to our situation
back then,” Gerri recalls. “So this was not only an opportunity to
do the right thing, but also a chance to give back to those who
gave to us when we needed it.”

More than 800 customers and prospects attended The Phillips Group’s annual business expo last month.

Independents Pick Up ‘Best of …’
Supplier Awards from Local Business Magazine
If you’re still harboring any doubts about independents’ ability to
compete against the national big box chains, just pick up the latest issue of Northwest Indiana Business Quarterly magazine for
more evidence of just how good they’ve become at doing just
that.

Evidently, Gerri’s not the only one in Mobile who feels that way. Over
60 OEC customers have responded to the call and contributions
were still coming in at press time.
Kudos and then some for one more dealership with a special way
to support the community at large. No one does it better than
today’s independents!

Since last October, the magazine’s readers—and the publication
JUNE 2011
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Innovative Office Solutions, MN Dealer, Launches
‘Teach of the Year’ Award

tomers and 50 vendors for a special Customer Appreciation Open
House in honor of the dealership’s 40th anniversary.

The beginning of last month saw National Teacher Appreciation
Week and in Burnsville, Minnesota, Jennifer Smith and her team
at Innovative Office Solutions came up with an innovative (what
else?) way to show their appreciation for the outstanding work
that teachers do and strengthen their own ties with the local community by launching their own Teacher of the Year award.

Pat founded her dealership back in 1971 and has seen it grow to
become one of the largest independents in the Washington-Baltimore metro area.

“We are always looking for ways to be involved in the community
and National Teacher Appreciation Week offered an ideal opportunity to make a difference in the education area,” explains Innovative’s Jason Player. “The award provided a great way to show
some very special people that their work is recognized and appreciated and we were delighted and humbled by the response.”
The dealership sought nominations for the award from their customer base and in just three short weeks received over 80 entries—not bad for a first-time effort!
The award winner was an autism specialist at a local middle
school who was nominated by the parent of one of the teacher’s
students. All the nominees were special in Innovative’s book, says
Jason, and the dealership is reaching out to their schools to let
them know about the program and the special recognition it generated.
And yes, planning is already underway for next year’s award.

The anniversary event was held at Miller's 65,000 sq. ft. warehouse and offered valet parking, food, live music and door prizes
that included $4,000 in cash, 42" televisions and Apple iPads, not
to mention same-day discounts from show exhibitors that generated tens of thousands of dollars in orders.
Congratulations to Pat, Wayne and their team for finding a special
way to celebrate 40 special years!

Chuckals Office Products, WA Dealer, Adopts ‘Think
Pink’ Theme for 2011 New Products Show
In Tacoma last month, some 200 of the area’s
top office managers and purchasing agents
had the opportunity to check out the latest productivity-enhancing tools, as Al
Lynden and his team at Chuckals Office Products hosted their 2011 New
Products Show.
The theme for this year’s event, “Think
Pink,” reflected Chuckals’ ongoing commitment to support of cancer research.
The event raised almost $1,500 for the City
of Hope and as part of the festivities, Chuckals, with a generous assist from seating manufacturer Eurotech, gave away a “Think Pink”
task chair in a special raffle. Appropriately,
the winner, a long-time Chuckals customer, is herself a cancer survivor!
“At Chuckals, we take great pride in
our ability to bring new products to
our customers to help them boost
their overall office productivity and efficiency,” commented Al.

If you’re in the balloon business, Lorton, VA, was the place to be last month,
as Miller’s Office Products hosted a special Customer Appreciation Open
House to celebrate its 40th anniversary.

Miller’s Office Products, VA Dealer, Marks 40th
Anniversary with Special Customer Appreciation
Open House

“But we also recognize the blessings the
Chuckals family has enjoyed during our years in Tacoma and the obligation we have to give back to the community. This year’s show provided an excellent opportunity to excel in both of those areas and we
were delighted with the response,” he added.

In Lorton, Virginia last month, owner Pat Miller, executive vice president Wayne Stillwagon and their team at Miller’s Office Products
were celebrating in fine fashion as they hosted more than 500 cusJUNE 2011
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The Supply Room, VA Dealer, Continues on
Expansion Path

and Valley Office Supply announced last month an agreement to
merge operations during Q2 2011.

It’s been a busy couple of months for Pat Barber and her team at
Ashland, Virginia-based The Supply Room Companies.

Grand Junction-based Valley Office Supply was founded in 1980
by Glen Dennis, his wife Betty, two daughters, Denise and Teresa,
and family friend Mary Bagley.

In April, we reported on a major step-up for The Supply Room
and its coffee service business, with the acquisition of the Southern and Central Virginia locations of Joe Ragan’s Office Products
and Coffee Service, a long-time player in the coffee service business throughout the state.
Now comes word of another major expansion move, following the
acquisition through the Maryland bankruptcy court of some of the
assets of Frank Parsons in Hanover, Maryland.
Reflecting the continuing strength of the brand, The Supply Room
will operate Frank Parsons as a separate division in the Washington-Baltimore Metro area.
“This is an exciting time for both companies to combine their synergies to better serve customers,” commented Pat.

Colorado Dealers Source Office Products and Valley
Office Supply Announce Merger Plans
In Golden and Grand Junction, Colorado, Source Office Products

JUNE 2011

Glen and Betty retired in 2004 and sold the business to Teresa
and her husband David Kareus. Teresa, David and the rest of the
Valley Office team have enjoyed substantial growth over the last
seven years and said that the decision to merge with Source was
based primarily on the excitement and additional opportunities
that come from joining a larger team.
They also pointed to the opportunity to leverage multiple lines of
business, integrating technology solutions and wider geographic
coverage. Source’s membership in AOPD and TriMega’s Point
Nationwide program were also key elements in the decision, the
company added.
Source president Ken Larson commented, “This helps us gain
larger market share, and more importantly, wider state coverage
for our key growth initiatives. Our goal of $50 million in revenue is
one step closer with the addition of Teresa, David and the entire
Valley Office Supply team and the incredible experience they
bring.”
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Local Service, Nationwide and Beyond

AOPD’s only purpose—
to develop national programs
with consistent,
competitive pricing, and
dedicated local service

AOPD customers enjoy the benefits of a national
purchasing program including competitive pricing,
extensive product selection, and accurate summary
invoicing and reporting. In addition, they enjoy the
advantages of working with a local committed distributor
including unparalleled levels of customer service, order
fulfillment, and problem resolution. All of AOPD’s locally
owned and operated dealers take an active role in their
business communities. When a customer purchases
their office products from an AOPD dealer, they know
that their dollars will stay local and help finance the
infrastructure of their community!

That’s us.
That’s AOPD.
AOPD Corporate Location
1652 E. Main Street, Suite 220
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
630.761.0600 | Fax 630.761.0691 | www.aopd.com

Secrets of Success

n Victor Diaso, President
Jack Diaso, Vice President
n Supplies, Furniture, Printing,
Janitorial, Ad Specialties
n Founded: 1995
n Sales: $20 Million
n Employees: 37
n Partners: DPCG, AOPD, United
Stationers
n Online Sales: 25%
n www.wcbus.com

World Class Business Products, Long Island City,
New York If You Can Make It There, You Can Make It Anywhere!
By Jim Rapp
“There,” of course, as Frank Sinatra sang,
is New York City. Truer words were never
spoken, and Vic Diaso can attest to that.
Vic operates World Class Business Products, located on Long Island, but the bulk
of his business is in Manhattan.
“New York City is one tough market,” he
says, and he should know. “I was born in
Brooklyn and I’ve spent my entire life in our
industry, first with Esselte, then with Weeks
Office Products (now Weeks Lerman) and
Kroll Stationery, which I later acquired to
form World Class Business Products.”
“After working for someone else most of
my life, I started my own business 15 years
ago, at age 50. It’s been difficult but very
rewarding. Now my son Jack has joined
the company, but I have no plans to retire.
I love the business and I’ll be here till they
carry me out,” he says happily.
JUNE 2011

“What’s the secret to your success in
fiercely competitive market where it’s hard
enough to make a delivery, never mind get
an order?” I asked.
Vic explains, “Most people don’t realize
the total amount of office products consumed in just one day in New York City. It’s
many times more than any other city, even
Washington, D.C. Get all the business in
just two or three skyscrapers and it would
be enough to make a living. That’s why
everyone’s here.”

Customer Retention: the Key
“We have very little churn among customers because we have a highly professional, experienced sales force that is out
on the street most of the time. It’s old fashioned, I know, but we’re out there every day
knocking on doors. Our reps know the people, they know what’s important to each
customer and they solve problems. Some
INDEPENDENT DEALER

customers would be lost without us. Why
would they want to buy from anyone else?”
In recent years, World Class has been promoting the “one stop shop” idea, adding
janitorial, printing of all types, breakroom
and promotional products.
Their message: “One Delivery, One Invoice, One Company”. They also have a
very profitable sideline in the shape of All
Occasion Cards, which provides a nice
compement to their printing operation and
recently added coffee and coffee equipment to the lineup.
“The future looks bright for independent
dealers,” Vic says, “but I suggest owners
and managers still need to get out of the
office, visit customers and build relationships. I’m on the street every week. It’s the
best way to keep up with what’s going on
day to day.”
Sound advice for any successful dealer.
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Show No Mercy, Slay the Competition with BMI’s OP Revelation™
At BMI, we have always taken care of the underdog, the independent office products dealer. This is why we
developed an e-commerce and back-office solution that arms independent office product dealers with the right
slingshot and ammunition needed to slay Goliath, or as you know them, the Power Channel.

Ready to Conquer The Power Channel?

Contact us today to get an in-depth look at
your battle strategies with BMI OP Revelation™
Call us at (888).580.8382 or visit www.bmiusa.com/conquer.

BMI’s OP Revelation™ E-commerce solution, powered
by Microsoft Technology, levels the online playing field,
offering more than just an ordering platform, it also:
•

Drives Higher Margin Sales Through Dealer Preferred
Product Positioning.

•

Delivers Cross-Sell, Up-sell and Accessories Opportunities
Automatically.

•

Wholesaler Independent – Optimized For United and SPR.

•

Choice of Advanced Search Engine and Content.

Business Management International
529 West 42nd Street, Floor 4, Suite L, New York, NY 10036
www.bmiusa.com

Call us at (888).580.8382
www.bmiusa.com/conquer

Gloom and Doom on Wall Street for Big Box Players
The dark cloud that has hung over Office
Depot for much of the past three years
spread to the other two office products big
box players last month, as Staples reported
first quarter earnings that came in significantly below analysts’ expectations and
sent its stock plunging by over 15% at one
point.
“Carnage in the Office Supply Sector” was
how one blogger described events the day
after earnings were released, noting that
Staples lost over $2 billion in shareholder
value, while Office Depot and OfficeMax
were also “crushed.”

vive without merging or being acquired.
“Three players are at least one too many in
this sector,’ Credit Suisse analyst Gary Balter told the Reuters news agency. “Consolidation will be a necessity.”
The Motley Fool’s Rich Smith reported that
over the past 12 months, shares of Staples
have lost nearly 10% of their value as the
market surged 21%. He said Office Depot
has done even worse, down 31%, while
OfficeMax has performed worst of all—
with 48% of its market cap “vaporized” in
just one year's time.

Staples reported net profit of 28 cents a
share for the quarter, compared to the analyst consensus forecast of 32 cents a share.

Adding further to big box woes, Smith reported Wal-Mart is preparing a massive retail expansion into the office and school
supply markets.

Analysts cut ratings and blasted the office
products big boxes for maintaining outdated store formats, broken business
models and an inability to quickly adapt to
market changes.

And while Office Depot stock posted a slight
gain in response to the announcement last
month of a new permanent CEO and chairman, analysts didn’t wait too long before offering a far less positive assessment.

They also raised questions once again about
whether Office Depot or OfficeMax could sur-

The company named Neil Austrian, who

Business Solutions Association
Names Jim Miller a ‘Legend of the Industry’
For its 2011 “Legend of the Industry” Award, the Business Solutions
Association (BSA) will honor Jim
Miller, a renowned industry icon.
BSA established its “Legends” program to recognize those individuals
who have made extraordinary contributions to industry. Miller founded and
served as CEO of Miller Business Systems, transforming a small office supply store on the verge of bankruptcy

had been serving as interim CEO and
chairman, to the permanent position, a
choice described by Morningstar’s Joscelyn MacKay as “underwhelming.”
“We are disappointed that the firm didn't
go in a different direction,” MacKay said.
“It had been our hope that under new leadership, Office Depot could structure a cohesive
turnaround
strategy
with
measurable—and, more important, achievable—targets … We don't view this announcement as a signal that the firm will
institute a much-needed change in strategic direction. We continue to believe the
shares are overvalued,” she added.
In addition, last month also saw a report
from Office Depot whistleblower David
Sherwin, unconfirmed at presstime but not
formally denied by Office Depot, that the
New York Attorney General’s office has
opened a formal civil fraud investigation
into Office Depot’s pricing on the office
supply contract it holds with the state.

into a highly successful, worldwide office supply business, with company sales going from $50,000 to $150 million in 25 years. The dealership was sold in 1992 to BT Office Products International.
“It is a genuine honor to salute Jim Miller as Legend of the Industry,” said BSA president Joe Templet. “We are pleased that we
will recognize him at our 2011 Forum, where many of his friends
and associates will be in the audience. Miller is well known and
respected in our industry. He has been and remains a leader.”
Jim began his business journey with his wife, Joan, with almost
no money and knowing next to nothing about running a retail office-products business. The Millers listened closely and carefully
to their customers. They focused on quick response and outstanding service to land an order and keep their business going.

Jim Miller
JUNE 2011

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com
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HOD
4717

presents

417
HOD

Cubicle Calendar Solutions
A dozen themes sized to fit your space
800-621-9564 • www.houseofdoolittle.com
Wall Calendars

Desk Calendars

• Sizes: 12”x12”, 12”x161/2” and 21”x123/8”

• Size: 181/2”x13”

HOD1766

HOD1716
HOD3672
HOD1796

Write-on/Wipe-off
Wall Calendars
• Size: 18”x24”

HOD3960

HOD3671

HOD3646

100% Recycled Products • 100% Post-Consumer Paper • Made in the USA

100% Recycled Products • 100% Post-Consumer Paper • Made in the USA

100% Recycled Products • 100% Post-Consumer Paper
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Jim’s golden rule was, “If the customer
says it’s a problem, it’s a problem.”

United and Its Dealers Get ‘Loud
and Proud’ at Vision Conference

Jim served as president of the National Office Products Association (NOPA) and also
the American Office Products Distributors,
Inc. (AOPD). In 1982, Jim Miller and Miller
Business Systems were recognized in Tom
Peter’s, “In Search of Excellence.”

United Stationers challenged its dealers
and manufacturer partners to get “loud
and proud” last month and that’s exactly
what they did at the wholesaler’s 2011
Vision Conference in Orlando.

Here is the opportunity, at the BSA 2011
Forum in San Antonio, to meet an industry
legend. Participants will be able to hear
Jim talk about his stories and “coaching”
philosophies. They can join with Jim and
re-live the memories of our industry
through his stories and recollections.

The event brought together some 2,500 of
United’s dealer customers, manufacturer
suppliers and other business partners for
two days of industry information, education, networking and above all, celebration
of the gains made by independents in recent years and the fierce entrepreneurial
spirit that drives them.

Miller will receive the honor at the special
Legends of the Industry Luncheon on
Wednesday, October 19, 2011 at the Hyatt
Regency Hill Country Resort in San Antonio.
For more information, visit the BSA website
(www.businesssolutionsassociation.com).

Independents and their business partners
today are at a “crossroads of opportunity,”
United’s new president and CEO Cody
Phipps told attendees and he urged them
to step up and make the most of it all.
Pointing to recent market gains over the
national big box players and the way by independents are adding salespeople while

United Stationers’
new president and
CEO Cody Phipps
told independents
they stand at a
“crossroads of
opportunity.”

the big boxes are shedding them, Phipps
painted a bright future for the channel.
At the same time, he called for a new level
of trust among dealers and their business
partners. “To be successful, we have to
trust each other,” Phipps contended, arguing that trust lowers cost, fosters innovation and creates new opportunities.
Opportunities were very much front and
center throughout the event, with a
tradeshow that showcased new products
and programs for dealers and a wideranging program of industry education that
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

We Can Help You Reach the Summit
x

Strategic Planning and Risk/Opportunity Analysis

x

Merger/Acquisition

x

Executive Counseling

x

Succession Planning and Exit Strategy

x

Valuation and Maximizing Owner Value

William E. Kuhn & Associates
JUNE 2011
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billkuhn1@cs.com
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n The growing importance of alternative retail formats such as warehouse clubs and online e-tailers.

highlighted key growth areas such as coffee and breakroom, jan-san, government
markets, managed print services and
more.

n The rising expectations of consumers when it comes to buying
online and the need to meet their
expectations for a purchasing experience that is fast and easy and
where they can search for the
products they need quickly and efficiently.

Also at the meeting, United unveiled results from its latest round of Vision end
user research. Key findings included:
n The growing importance of the
empowered user in the office market, workers who can buy their office supplies wherever and
whenever they want to, without
having to go through an office
manager or purchasing agent.
n The rapidly increasing importance of social media platforms
such as Facebook, LinkedIn and
You Tube as a way to reach a customer base that spends more and
more time online.
n The need to respond to an increasingly diverse marketplace in
which Hispanics and other minorities are growing in importance and
where women are playing a more
important role.

JUNE 2011

n Growing recognition among consumers of the value of supporting
other locally owned and operated
businesses, a trend that United provides independents with a key advantage in the market place.

In Orlando, United Stationers’ Cody Phipps presented retiring president and CEO Dick
Gochnauer with the first “Dick Gochnauer Legacy
of Giving” Award for nine years of leadership at
the company. The annual award will recognize
outstanding charitable giving and community involvement.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

And if all that wasn’t enough, music legends Journey provided a suitably loud finale to the event at a concert that showed
office products folks can rock and roll with
the best of them!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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Registration Open

NEW MEMBERS

TODAY!

We Hope To See
You There!

Visit trimega.org/emerge

3 Ho Get
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Emerge 2011 is Your Opportunity to:
»Connect with ALL the key players in office products, furniture
and services in the industry!

»Network, interact and exchange best practices from your fellow
TriMega members

»Learn from the best in sales, marketing and experts inside and
outside the office products industry

»Uncover new profitable opportunities at the Emerge 2011 One-Stop
Tradeshow – over 120 exhibitors and valuable show specials

Win a
Ford Transit
Connect

»WIN Big with unbeatable prizes and spectacular giveaways
»Enjoy First-Class Hospitality at the Hilton San Diego Bayfront
»Experience an exciting week filled with food, festivities and fun!

Summary Agenda (Subject to change)
Thurs, Sept. 22

Tues, Sept. 20
PM:

• Registration Desk Open

Wed, Sept. 21
AM:
PM:

• Optional Golf Tournament
   or Other Activities
• Welcome Reception

AM:
PM:

• Keynote Address & Awards
• Emerge 2011 Tradeshow
• Member & Exhibitor Party

Fri, Sept. 23
AM:
PM:

• Membership Meeting
• Educational Seminars
• Dealer Finale Event –
   Friday Night at Petco Park;
   Dodgers at Padres Game
   and Party

SCAN

Emerge Stronger • Emerge Smarter • Emerge Successful

Don’t Delay, Register Today! www.trimega.org/emerge
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TriMega to Exit BPGI in 2012, Announces New
Agreement on TCPN National Contract
BPGI and the TriMega dealer group last month announced that
TriMega will resign its membership in BPGI effective
January 1, 2012.
BPGI is an international consortium of independent dealer groups
and TriMega was one of the founding members when the organization was set up in 1996.
According to the announcement, TriMega’s resignation is the result
of “differences in strategic direction” by the two organizations and
TriMega’s view that they are no longer in a position to jointly negotiate
contracts effectively under the BPGI model.
“We are obviously disappointed that TriMega will be leaving us.
As a founding member of BPGI they have been a valued partner
for 15 years and have made a significant contribution towards the
global success of our organization,” stated Jim Preston, CEO of
BPGI.
“We appreciate their support and wish them well as they proceed
independently. BPGI remains a strong and vibrant organization representing its remaining 20 members and their 3,500 dealers on three
continents. We will continue to work hard to bring outstanding value
to our dealers and vendors as we always have,” he remarked.

members and the entire independent dealer community since its
inception,” said Charlie Cleary, president of TriMega. “The growth
and success of the TriMega organization and its membership is attributable to the efforts of Jim, the members of BPGI, and the commitment to growing global purchasing power. With a rapidly
changing industry, new strategic alliances and a continued TriMega
focus on manufacturer-direct relationships, we believe this resignation is the best move for our members,” Cleary continued
TriMega will operate in their regular role as a member of BPGI until
the end of the year.
Separately, TriMega and its wholly owned national accounts subsidiary, Point Nationwide, announced an agreement with Gonzalez Office Products, a minority-owned (MBE) business enterprise
headquartered in Austin, Texas and official contract holder with
TCPN (The Cooperative Purchasing Network).
Under the agreement, TriMega’s dealer members, including Point
Nationwide participants, can now compete for the office supplies,
school supplies, furniture and technology products business from
thousands of public sector organizations utilizing Gonzalez’s existing national TCPN contract through a subcontractor relationship.
TCPN is a national governmental purchasing cooperative which competitively bids and awards contracts to vendors in accordance with
purchasing procedures mandated by state procurement laws and

“We appreciate what BPGI and Jim Preston have done for TriMega

JUNE 2011
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regulations, allowing other governmental entities (public and private schools, colleges
and universities, cities and counties, hospitals and non-profit agencies) to “piggyback”
on the work TCPN has already done for
them.
“We are very excited about this agreement. It represents a critical win for independent dealers and TriMega and Point
Nationwide members who now have a
definite opportunity to compete and win
market share in the vast public sector
arena, a sector that has garnished tremendous attention and focus in the last year or
so,” commented Cleary.
Gonzalez Office Products was awarded the
contract with TCPN in February 2010,
based on their quality, customer service,
proven performance and pricing. “We feel
very fortunate to have the chance to help
support the independent dealer community
with this important TriMega endeavor which
allows our fellow independent dealers to
compete nationally with the superstores,”

Office Snax Rainforest Certified Coffee:
• Regular - (63) 1.5 oz pkts
• DECAF - (63) 1.5 oz pkts
Chock full o' Nuts Original Coffee:
• (6) 33.9 oz cans/cs
• (42) 1.5 oz pkts/cs
Hills Bros Coffee:
• (42) 1.5 oz pkts/cs (K)
• (6) 33.9 oz cans/cs (K)

EXACT Nutrasweet:
• Pink Sweetener - 2000 pcs/cs
• Blue Sweetener - 2000 pcs/cs
• Yellow Sweetener - 2000 pcs/cs
Packets:
• Equal - (12) 100 pc boxes/cs (K)
• Splenda - (12) 100 pc boxes/cs (K)
• Sweet ‘N Low - (4) 400 pc boxes/cs (K)
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commented Pamela Gonzalez, vice president of Gonzalez Office Products.
“Our TCPN contract has allowed Gonzalez
to grow our business, serve our local community organizations and capture increased
sales in the public sector this past year, and
we feel confident that it will do the same for
dealers coast to coast through this TriMega
agreement,” she concluded.

Supplies Network Announces
Partnership with is. group
IT consumables wholesaler Supplies Network and the is.group dealer co-op last
month announced they have partnered to
provide dealers with what Supplies Network described as “the most efficient
drop-ship wholesaler in the industry.”
“We are excited to partner with is.group.
They have gained significant momentum in
the market and we look forward to helping
them continue to grow market share” stated
David Concors, vice president of sales with

Supplies Network. “Their ability to understand the spirit of the entrepreneurial independent dealer has allowed them to prosper
in today’s competitive marketplace.”
“We developed this partnership with Supplies Network to provide value-added programs and services to our independent office
products dealers” stated Mike Gentile, president and CEO of is.group. “A partnership
with Supplies Network means partnering
with a world class drop-ship wholesaler in
the industry. Supplies Network can drop-ship
over 5,000 orders a day on behalf of our
dealers with precise accuracy.”

New Mobile Solutions Available
to Britannia and DDMS Users;
New Version of FMAudit
Enterprise Software Introduced
Dealer technology provider eCommerce
Industries (ECi) last month announced it
is introducing new mobile solutions for
users of its Britannia and DDMS systems
CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

Canisters:
• Sugar - (24) 20 oz can/cs (K)
• Non-Dairy Creamer - (24) 12 oz can/ cs (K)
Sugar:
• Packets - 1200 pcs/cs (K)
• Sugar in the Raw - (2) 200 pk boxes/cs (K)
• EXACT Natural Cane Sugar - 2000 pcs/cs
Coffee Stir Sticks 5":
• (10) 1K pc boxes/cs (K)

Royal Dansk:
• Danish Butter Cookies - (12) 12 oz tins/cs
• Chocolate Luxury Wafers - (12) 12.3 oz tins/cs
Walker's: (K)
• Shortbread Fingers 2 pk - (6) 24 pk bxs/cs
• Shortbread Highlanders 2 pk - (6) 24 pk bxs/cs
• Chocolate Chip Rounds 2 pk - (6) 24 pk bxs/cs
(K) denotes kosher
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though an expanded strategic relationship
with MWA Intelligence.
MWAi’s Intelligent Service (IS) solution is
the exclusive remote services offering
made available to ECi customers and is
currently integrated with ECi’s OMD and
La Crosse business system software.

‘office customers’ a foundation to successfully diversify their products and services and grow their businesses.”
Separately, ECi’s FMAudit business unit
announced last month the release of its
FMAudit Enterprise Version 3.2.5. Managed Print Services solution.

The expanded relationship will extend integration to the the ECi Britannia and
DDMS software solutions serving office
products, furniture and equipment dealers.

Red Cheetah Acquires The Blue
Planet Group, Adds Two New
Senior Execs

“Our continued commitment to the office
products and equipment market is illustrated by this expanded partnership with
MWAi and the recent acquisition of FMAudit,” said Trevor Gruenewald, COO of ECi.

Dealer technology provider Red Cheetah
announced last month it will acquire The
Blue Planet Group (BPG), a global e-commerce and supply chain consultancy with
offices in Colorado and China.

“ECi’s business systems and device management tools complement MWAi’s mobile services tools to provide our
customers the most comprehensive solution to empower growth in this industry.
ECi is excited by the opportunity to work
more closely with MWAi and know this relationship will provide our more than 2500

BPG was founded in 2009 by a group of
industry veterans led by Greg Shewmaker,
former senior executive at both Staples
and Corporate Express.
Following the acquisition, Shewmaker has
taken on the position of COO at
Red Cheetah.

“Adding power channel expertise and
experience to Red Cheetah’s Guided Partner Services (GPS) will further the competitive edge for both our company and our
entire dealer base,” commented Andrew
Morgan, CEO of Red Cheetah. “This is an
exciting time for Red Cheetah and our
customers.”
Separately, Red Cheetah announced the
addition of John Ormson to the organization as vice president, e-Commerce, a
new position.
Ormson was part of the initial team that
built and launched JCPenney.com and
was instrumental as one of the first to
introduce e-Merchandising to the
delivery channel for office products
during his time as a merchandising and
e-Commerce executive at Corporate
Express.
Ormson was also director of category
management at Staples and most recently
worked with major retailers and consumer
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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products companies around the world
on B2C and B2B initiatives as part of The
Blue Planet Group.
At Red Cheetah, Ormson will be responsible for creating better alignment between suppliers, dealers, and ultimately
business customers through online merchandising and marketing campaigns.

Fortune Web Marketing and
Flashecom Collaborate on SearchFriendly eCommerce Sites
Dealer technology provider Fortune Web
Marketing and eCommerce solutions
provider Flashecom announced last month
they are collaborating to offer search engine friendly eCommerce websites to
technology and office products dealers.
The new alliance seeks to create a service that will provide dealers with a robust
eCommerce system and the strategic
industry knowledge to more effectively
market their businesses online, the two
companies said.

JUNE 2011

“We really enjoy working with the Flashecom system,” Jennifer Schulman, president of Fortune Web Marketing, said.
“The back-end functionality is easy to
use and everything we need to deploy
SEO techniques, analytics, conversion
tracking, and even generating various
shopping feeds is present. It’s a win-win
situation for both companies. We get to
work with their talented team and robust
platform, while providing strategic online
marketing initiatives”.
Currently the Flashecom system integrates
technology product wholesalers such as
Synnex, Supplies Network, Tech Data,
D&H, SED International and Ingram Micro.
Flashecom said it has recently added
S.P. Richards’ enhanced eContent to its
eCommerce platform and will be deploying other S.P. Richards functionality,
such as EDI capabilities, in Q3 of 2011.

In Memoriam:
Dean C. ‘Chad’ Edwards II
of The Turbon Group
Dean C. “Chad” Edwards, II, regional sales
rep with The Turbon Group, died suddenly
May, 14, while in Florida on a business
trip. He was 33.
Chad had been with Turbon for the past
eight years and covered the Southeast for
the company. His grandfather founded the
Curtis-Young Company and his father, Dean,
currently serves as Turbon president.
In addition to his parents Dean Edwards
and Sandra Curtis, Dean is survived by
two children, Nicholas Ryan and Skylar
Grace Edwards, sister Christy Edwards
Jones and brother Casey Edwards.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made
to The Pointe Church, 300 Adam Jenkins
Memorial Parkway, Suite 112 Canton, GA
30115. Condolences may be offered at
www.woodstockfuneralhome.com.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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A promise worth
the paper it’s
printed on.
Earn money for your school through
the purchase of any of these BOISE® papers.

For more details, download
a QR reader & snap with
your smart phone.

www.BoiseInc.com/btfe1

Now, specially marked reams of BOISE® X-9®, BOISE®
FIREWORX®, and BOISE® HDP™ branded papers will
help your school raise money through the Box Tops for
Education® program.

1
2
3

Just clip the Box Top coupons.
Turn them in to your local K-8 school.
Your school gets a check.

Ask for these Boise papers from
your paper distributor of choice

Boise is proud that our quality products can do so
much to promote quality education.

FIREWORX, HDP, paper for their future, and X-9 are trademarks of Boise Paper Holdings,
L.L.C., or its afﬁliates. BOISE is a trademark of Boise Cascade, L.L.C., or its afﬁliates.
Box Tops for Education is a registered trademark of General Mills, used with permission.
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Navigator Paper to Give Away 333 Second
Generation Apple iPads
Now through November 30, Navigator Paper is set to give away
over 300 of Apple’s latest tablet, the iPad 2, in a competition
aimed at its consumers around the world.
Consumers who buy a ream of Navigator paper and go to the
www.navigator-paper.com website will be asked to respond to
some simple questions, such as their e-mail address and country
of origin, and to enter the promotional code printed on the back
of the ream to enter the contest.
In addition, Navigator is also inviting consumers to take part in a
viral marketing campaign, using social networks.
Each user entering the Navigator competition is assigned a Share
ID, which can be shared with friends, via Facebook, blogs, e-mail
or other channels.
The 50 users attracting the most friends to take part in the Navigator campaign, using their Share ID, will be e-mailed the next
week (at a random time and date), asking to upload a photo of
themselves with a ream of Navigator paper. The three fastest to
do this will each win an Apple iPad 2.

Pink Podiums from
AmpliVox Help
Raise Breast
Cancer Awareness
at Race for the
Cure Events

In the Pink Podium Promise Program, any Komen Affiliate can receive a pink podium free of charge for use at their Komen Race
for the Cure, fundraisers, meetings or other events.
AmpliVox CEO Don Roth conceived of the Pink Podium Promise
Program as a way to tangibly help advocacy organizations get
their messages across. “AmpliVox products are all designed to
make people’s voices be heard,” said Roth, a cancer survivor himself. “The podiums are a practical and visible way for us to support the efforts of Susan G. Komen for the Cure, and we are
delighted that the national organization will enable us to supply
them to the more than 120 Komen affiliates across the U.S.”

Duck Brand Products to Donate Up to $75,000
to Breast Cancer Research
ShurTech Brands, marketers of the Duck brand of duct tapes,
packaging supplies and home products, announced last month
that for the third straight year, it is joining the fight to find a cure
by contributing up to $75,000 to The Breast Cancer Research
Foundation (BCRF).
During October, a portion of sales from select Duck Tape brand
duct tape, Duck brand EZ Start packaging tape and Smooth Top
Easy Liner brand shelf liner products will be donated to help find
a cure.
BCRF will receive 10 cents from the purchase of each roll of Duck
Tape brand duct tape in Funky Flamingo, EZ Start (clear) or EZ
Start Printed Packaging Tape in the new Zebra with a Cause pattern.
Additionally, BCRF will receive 20 cents from the purchase of
pink-packaged Duck brand Bubble
Wrap brand cushioning, HP260
packaging tape and white
Smooth Top Easy Liner.

AmpliVox Sound Systems announced last
month it will provide pink
podiums to Susan G.
Komen for the Cure Affiliates for use at their
breast cancer awareness
fundraising and educational events.
The podiums are manufactured in the signature
pink color of the breast cancer awareness movement and represent an extension of AmpliVox’s Pink Podium Promise, which has
distributed nearly 100 podiums to breast cancer organizations
since its inception in 2010.
Melissa Aucoin, manager of the Susan G. Komen Race for the
Cure Series, commented, “The entire Susan G. Komen for the
Cure family is grateful to AmpliVox for this generous and useful
Pink Podium donation program. We expect that these pink podiums will be centerpieces at many of our events in the future.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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n How to Wow Interior Designers in the
For Office Furniture Dealers This
Furniture Specification Process
Month, All Roads Lead to NeoCon

n The Dealer’s Role in the Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) Process, also David Solomon

Speaker: Stephen Witte, project
leader for Stephen Witte Associates, Evansville, IN.

How dealers can position themselves as a
strategic partner to their clients and valued
member of the project team.

If office furniture is an important part of
your business, then chances are your
travel plans this month already call for a
trip to Chicago and the 43rd annual NeoCon World’s Trade Fair.
This year’s NeoCon runs June 13–15 and
once again, the industry’s top manufacturers—from the highest reaches of the contract world to the ready-to-assemble, low
end import items—will be strutting their
stuff at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart and
parading their very latest products.
In conjunction with NeoCon, OFDA,
NOPA’s sister association on the office furniture side, will once again be offering its
Dealer Strategies Seminar Series led by industry experts and focused on the issues
that concern office furniture dealer principals,
project managers, senior sales and operations managers the most.
Sessions include:

JUNE 2011

How to build a loyal following by bringing
the “wow” factor when selling to interior
designers.
n After-market Business Opportunities

for the New Furniture Dealer
Speaker: Keith Ver-Hage, principal at
United Asset Management,
Alto, MI
Techniques to identify customers who are
as-is furniture buyers without compromising new furniture business.
n Leveraging and Integrating Technology
Tools for Improved Processes,
Customer Experiences and Profitability

Speaker: David Solomon, principal of
SolomonCoyle, LLC in
Alexandria, VA
Find new ways to increase efficiency, improve communications and reduce internal
operating costs.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

n LinkedIn for Skeptics and Novice Users

Speaker: Wayne Breitbarth, president
of M&M Office Interiors,
Inc., Pewaukee, WI
Discover how to navigate the world's
largest business networking site, create a
powerful personal profile and develop a
strategy that will lead to more customers
and business opportunities.
n RFP Responses: Outsource or In-House

Speaker: Evan Morris, founder of RFP
Specialists, LLC, Greenwood
Village, CO
Find out how to provide a high quality,
world class RFP response that most likely
will cost less than if you used inhouse resources to respond.
For more information on these sessions
and other NeoCon offerings this year, visit
www.neocon.com.
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NOPAnews
NOPA Continues Advocacy for
Non-Mandatory Use of FSSI
Program by Federal Agencies
Following its April 27 Capitol Hill Day
Fly-In event, NOPA is continuing its strong
advocacy on Capitol Hill and with top
Executive Branch officials for a
Presidential Statement of Administration
Policy (SAP) that would emphasize that
the Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative
(FSSI) for office products is a non-mandatory program.
In addition, the proposed SAP should
highlight that all federal agencies may use
other procurement vehicles, such as the
regular GSA Schedule program and existing individual agency BPAs that may have
been put on hold, to achieve budgetary
savings and ‘best value’ through their purchasing activities.
NOPA also is pressing for changes in
GSA’s Advantage program website, which
was recast several months ago to strongly
channel federal buyers toward use of FSSI
and discourage purchasing from other
GSA Schedule 75 contractors.
When combined with the impact of 7-8
major agencies issuing top-down guidance that effectively mandates their employees’ use of the FSSI office products
program, the GSA Advantage website
changes have imposed a significant further obstacle for independent dealers
without FSSI awards to compete for remaining federal business opportunities.
Ongoing quarterly monitoring of FSSI implementation is a third element of NOPA’s
advocacy on this issue and a particularly
critical one given requests from members
of Congress for more information on the
JUNE 2011

overall economic impact of this procurement on office products dealers around
the country.
In late May, the association conducted a
follow-up survey of all NOPA members to
determine the net economic impact of
FSSI on independents, both small business FSSI BPA holders and those that
have not received such BPA awards.
This survey has been timed to coincide
with the recent availability of aggregate
government data on FSSI and Non-FSSI
purchasing under Schedule 75 through
March 31, 2011, nine months after the
launch of the FSSI second-generation program and six months into the current federal fiscal year.
Survey results will be shared with concerned
members of Congress as well as senior
White House and GSA officials responsible
for oversight of the FSSI program.
Independent dealers who are active in the
federal government market selling Schedule
75 products and who have not received an
email notice with a link to the NOPA online
survey are invited to contact Chris Bates,
NOPA president, at cbates@nopanet.org (Tel:
703/549-9040, x 100). All responses are aggregated within the online survey system and
are kept confidential.

Dealers and Manufacturers to
Highlight Keys to Successful
Transfers of Dealership
Management and Ownership at
OFDA Conference
NOPA’s sister association, the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA), will hold its annual conference at the J.W. Marriott Starr
Pass resort in Tucson, September 25-27.
The conference will be highly relevant to
independent office products dealers who
are also active in selling office furniture to
commercial, institutional or government
customers.
One highlight of this year’s conference are
breakout sessions that will highlight challenges faced, lessons learned and key
success factors in recent dealership management and ownership transitions.
Two distinct perspectives will be featured:
1) those of dealer principals who recently have participated in transfers of
management and/or ownership from
one generation to another within their
dealership; and 2) those of the top
dealer development and distribution
executives of several leading industry
manufacturers.

NOPA urges all independents active in federal markets selling office supplies, toner
and/or printer ink products to contact their
elected representatives and senators in
Congress on an ongoing basis to enlist
their active support for non-mandatory implementation of the government-wide
FSSI program.

There will be two separate breakout sessions, one moderated by OFDA chair Frank
Gutwein, president of Widmer Interiors, a
multi-location Herman Miller dealership
based in Peoria, Illinois, which will bring together several dealers who—like Frank—
have experienced or are currently
experiencing a transfer of leadership and
ownership within a family-owned dealership.

To contact your elected officials visit
www.house.gov and www.senate.gov.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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Three dealers will participate in this
discussion, which is expected to generate
a highly interactive dialog among panelists
and attendees. Confirmed panelists include:

dealership management and ownership.

n Mickey Spooner, vice president, Allstate Office Interiors, a Princeton,
New Jersey Haworth dealer

In this session, to be held twice, once on
Monday morning, September 26, and
again on Tuesday morning, September 27,
manufacturer panelists will pool their collective first-hand observations of a wide
range of dealership transitions for the benefit of conference attendees.

n Adam Goodman, president, Goodman’s Interiors, an Arizona-based
Herman Miller dealer

Confirmed panelists, most of whom have
been dealers at some point in their industry careers, include:

n Kyle Haakenson, president, Haakenson Group, a Seattle-based Knoll
dealer.
In addition, a Steelcase dealer has been
invited to participate in this session to
round out the program.
Five leading industry manufacturers also
have agreed to participate in a separate
panel discussion that will focus on recent
trends in industry dealership successions
and highlight the best practices they have
observed among successful transitions in

n Richard Driscoll, dealer development manager, Knoll Inc.
n Paul Holland, manager, dealer
development, Haworth, Inc.
n Paul Iles, vice president, Herman
Miller Distribution
n Greg Richards, vice president,
dealer distribution, Teknion

For many dealers, effective succession
planning is a key element of “transforming
their business for future success,” the
theme of this year’s OFDA conference.
The succession planning breakout sessions will provide valuable, practical tips
on planning and managing the succession
process from those most knowledgeable
about this complex subject in our industry.
Dealers who are planning or reevaluating
their plans for transferring management and
ownership of their dealership to a family
member, a key employee or outside buyer
will not want to miss any of these sessions,
or another breakout session that will focus
on dealership talent management.
Register today at www.ofdanet.org/conference or contact Chris Bates at NOPA for
further information.

n Jay Stephan or Casey Kalman,
Steelcase, Inc.
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Dealers Are Selling More Non-Traditional
Products and Sharpening Their Selling
Skills at the Same Time
by Jim Rapp

The more things you sell, the easier it is to sell
more things. This is what I hear from office
product dealers around the country, though
they might express in many different ways.

One highly successful dealer explains it this way: “Every one of
our reps presents one new product on every call. Whether they
make a sale or not, it changes how the customer views our company—‘Those folks are progressive, they’re up to date on the latest new and improved products, they’re not here just to pick up
CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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an order.’ With some customers, the first words our rep hears
when they arrive or call are, ‘Well, what new hot item do you have
for me today?’”

vestment in time and dollars. We’re not talking about selling another color of file folders.”

One reason it gets easier to sell more things is because dealers
and their customer contact people are more knowledgeable
about new offerings as they get a little experience selling them.
Their marketing efforts have also improved.

// Customers expect more

Jamin Arn, owner of OfficePro in Janesville, Wisconsin, did a
lot of research several years ago on commercial cleaning
products and equipment.
He talked with property managers and commercial cleaning
services and paid close attention to what they told him.
Today he has a profitable and growing jan/san business, buying most products directly from manufacturers, with several
hundred offices using his proprietary dispensers of paper towels and other products. He also sells janitorial supplies outside
his normal marketing area, because there’s no dealer or distributor serving the area. (who carries the line he sells).
“We’ve learned three important lessons,” Jamin proclaims.
“First, do the research. Find out what products and what services are lacking in your market. Is there a competitor who’s
not doing a good job or is way overpriced?
“Second, select the best lines and train your reps on how to
sell them. What’s the best item for each application?
“Third, be sure you talk with the people who make or influence
decisions on what products to use. With jan/san, it’s not usually the person or the department who orders office supplies.
More often it’s, ‘Talk to Larry in the back,’ or, ‘He’s here after
the office closes.’”
Jamin sums it up this way: “If you’re going to get into a whole
new category, whether coffee service, promotional items
or janitorial, you have to make the in-

It’s hardly news that customers expect more from all their suppliers these days. From next day delivery to getting their questions answered in real time, dealers must be constantly aware
of increased service demands and ready to meet them.
Equally important is a dealer’s ability to anticipate what new
products and services their customers will want or will consider and offer them ahead of competitors.
Sometimes changes are slow and subtle. Example: greater acceptance of remanufactured toner cartridges, as quality improved.
Some dealers still won’t sell them, while other dealers are
doing a land office business and at good margins. Jamin Arn
does his own remanufacturing and he even sells them to other
dealers.
In Lebanon, Georgia, Lori Flink and her team at Allegro Business Products not only sell a lot of remanufactured products
but they have also built up quite a business with promotional
and safety products.
“We pay a lot of attention to specific customer needs,” says
Lori. “We do a lot of business with banks and insurance companies, so we provide the forms and specialty items they use.
“It’s not enough to tell customers that you can obtain anything
they need. You have to do some digging, find out what they’re
using, what problems they may be having, then find something
better—especially time savers.”
Allegro uses e-mail blasts and Facebook to remind customers
and others that they sell products not normally associated
with office products.
Similar thoughts were expressed by
Gary Trowbridge of Palace Art and Office Supply, Santa Cruz, California.
“In tough times, some dealers go
backwards in both margins and customer contacts. We decided to do
the opposite. We’ve increased our
marketing, especially the use of email. We put more people on the
street, just the opposite of the big
boxes. We make about 100 personal contacts per month on existCONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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ing customers.”
“How does this affect product mix,” I asked.

wide range of non-traditional products, including bottled
water, audio-visual equipment and restaurant supplies.

“It gives us the opportunity to talk about products and services
that we want them to buy, and more important, to let them know
that we have specialized knowledge in many areas, whether it’s
jan/san, breakroom, Green products, or how to install a piece of
software.”

Crowley offers several examples of hot new items that are selling well—a 3M projector so small it fits in your pocket, new
Avery name badges, and thermal cash register rolls used by
restaurants and other retailers. The company also sells a lot
of paper shredders, especially the high end equipment.

Gary Trowbridge gives as an example the time one of his reps
helped a customer find just the right chair for an employee.
“They were so pleased that we took the time to take several
chairs out to their office to help this person with a back problem, that they’re buying all their furniture from us now.”

“Dealers today need to specialize—whether it’s a product,
type of customer or specific market,” maintains Jim Droney of
Mount Lebanon Office Equipment Company in Pittsburgh.

“Our Green product business is coming back strong, mostly because customers know that we have a good understanding of this
category and that we sell only the top-rated items,” he reports.

// Can I do it all?
As more and more dealers sell a wider range of products,
some wonder if they have the resources, particularly the people, to continue to build their business in so many directions.
This is a special concern for smaller dealers.
“How can I be a specialist in so many areas and still provide
the high service levels that my customers expect?” one dealer
asked.
Dealers’ interest in managed print services (MPS) brings this
question to the fore.
“We’ve always sold printers and copiers,” states Pat Crowley,
S&T Office Products, St. Paul, Minnesota, “but MPS is like
opening a whole new business. We’re studying it because we
don’t want to lose the opportunity to sell toner and all the other
supplies that go with it.”
The S&T organization has been very successful in selling a

“We are strong in furniture, as well as niche products such as
postage meters and mailing equipment. We still sell supplies,
but it’s a minor part of our business.”
Like many other dealers that started out selling just a few
desks and chairs, Mount Lebanon found itself selling systems
and services that required completely new skill sets.
While manufacturers and wholesalers can help with education,
advertising and promotion, there’s still a lot of planning and
preparation necessary before a dealer can be truly successful
with a new product category.

// Play it again, Sam
You have to tell your reps and they have to tell customers and
prospects, over and over again, ‘Not only do we offer these
items, but we are priced competitively and we have next day
delivery.’ That’s how we sell the items that we want to sell,
where we specialize, where the margins are above average,”
says Al Richter of Richter Drafting and Office Supply in Souderton ( Philadelphia), Pennsylvania.
“Just because a customer has never bought a furniture item,
doesn’t mean that they don’t need furniture, or that they have
an exclusive supplier. You have to constantly tell them that you
offer these items and explain why they should buy from you.
Memories are short and buyers change.”
Al has a telemarketing team that works three days a week,
calling customers and prospects. They mention only one product
or service. Example: “We want to make sure you know that we
have a new service in town, repairing printers. I can shoot some
information over to you today, or have one of our technicians stop
by.”
“As well as the Sparco catalogs, we have a Richter portfolio
that has individual sheets that talk about all the special products and the services we provide, such as document shredding, custom forms, equipment repair, cartridges, wide format
CONTINUED ON PAGE 35
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printers, breakroom and cleaning products, etc.,” explains Al.
“We also send weekly emails, mentioning only one item.”

// Grow through acquisition
The Supply Room Companies in Ashland, Virginia, just outside
of Richmond, has always focused on specific customer markets—from state and city governments, to banks and other financial institutions, to the legal profession.
More recently, they’ve expanded their specialties by acquiring
an important part of the account base of Joe Ragan’s Coffee.
It’s an interesting company, in that it sells office products, furniture, kitchen supplies, printing and bottled water, as well as
coffee service. They even process their own bottled water.
The Supply Room’s Addison Jones comments, “Customers
like the one-stop idea—one invoice or one credit card simplifies their lives. When you have something like coffee service,
it’s easier to sell them other things. Where before, a prospect
might have been buying from the big boxes only and we
couldn’t get our foot in the door, now we have an audience.
Coffee has been a bigger door opener than we expected.”

// Summing up
I asked Wayne Stillwagon, who operates Miller’s Office Products in Lorton, Virginia, for his thoughts on how the product
mix has changed over the last several years, with a focus on
items or categories that have done particularly well. Here’s
what he had to say:
“Traditional office supplies, because of higher unemployment,
have shrunk. The segment has also shrunk because people
are switching over to electronic versions of traditional office
products. For example: If you have an electronic version of
something, you don’t need the following—paper, manila or
pressboard folder to hold it; highlighter to mark on it; flags to
reference on it; in/out trays to manage it; lateral files to hold
the folders, and so on.
Furniture sales have decreased from their peak but are up from
the trough. The shift from high grade to mid-grade and midgrade to ‘Made in China’ is a continuing trend. Sales that
might have gone to Herman Miller or Steelcase are now going
lower down the food chain. Additionally this is affected by
more people telecommuting. No office equals no furniture.

As reported elsewhere in this issue, The Supply Room recently
acquired the Frank Parsons Paper Company, at a bankruptcy
court auction.

Paper is declining partly because more and more is going
100% electronic. In other cases, multi-function devices make
two-sided printing easy, further cutting into consumption.

“This will give us entry into new markets and some new products and services,” explained Addison, and especially print
management, a high interest area for us.”

Coffee and beverages are increasing, and especially single
service. People are willing to spend more on a one cup machine but they are looking for offsets to cover the additional
expense. They want cheaper prices on everything else in that
category or are eliminating some items completely.
Jan/san is up because customers are sole sourcing more. This
is driven by both awareness and ease of Internet ordering, ordering everything at the same time.
Managed Print Services should be a profitable addition to the
business, but it will require an investment of time (learning) and
money. It looks to us as though customers will want to outsource this work, to free up their own staffs. Each dealer needs
to research who is the best company to partner with—and are
they willing to bring in a specialist to help sell it.”
There’s one message that comes through loud and clear from
all the discussions I’ve had with dealers about the new products and services they offer: learn everything you can about
it, train your people to sell it and never stop telling your customers about it.
Buying groups, wholesalers and manufacturers are ready to
help market every product in every category that we’ve discussed. You just have to ask.
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S.P. Richards Gets Ready to

at 2011 ABC
Later this month, S.P. Richards and several
thousand of their best friends and business
partners will be heading to Las Vegas for the
2011 Advantage Business Conference.
This year’s ABC is the wholesaler’s 13th, but
whatever bad luck may be around will be
strictly limited to the blackjack tables and slot
machines when the doors open June 26 at
the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino.
Instead, attendees will find a program
packed with opportunities for industry education, networking and more, with several new features designed to encourage
open communications and celebrate success in the independent channel.
The theme for this year’s show is “Join To-

gether” and, explains senior VP of marketing Jim O’Brien, it’s one that provides an
ideal response to current industry trends.
“Surely there’s no better time for all of us to
Join Together to celebrate the successes
independent dealers have enjoyed over the
past year and to explore some of the many
significant opportunities that lie ahead,”
says O’Brien.
“Our theme recognizes that these successes and opportunities have come as
the result of many different industry stakeholders joining together and working collectively to advance a common purpose. We’ll
be celebrating our collective achievements
and looking to build on them for even greater
success in the future.”

In addition to the extensive program of
learning tracks, mini-keynotes and workshops that has become the hallmark of the
ABC, this year’s event sees the introduction of two “Town Hall” sessions, a new
forum for dealer attendees to pose questions to S.P. Richards’ executives on issues of interest.
And back by popular demand: the North
American Office Products Awards
(NAOPA), co-hosted by OPI magazine, to
showcase excellence in new product development and innovation.
On the following pages, we offer a closer
look at what’s in store for attendees at this
year’s ABC.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38

Express Yourself!
DURABLE Click Fold Name Badges

These ﬂattering, elegantly curved,
convex-style badge holders open
and snap closed like a clam shell for
easy insertion of a 21⁄4"h x 33⁄4"w insert
or business card. Click Fold is
made of environmentally-safe,
clear polypropylene and comes
in ﬁve attachment styles—slip-on
clip, combi-clip, magnet clip, strap
clip and safety lanyard. Printable,
clean-tear micro-perforated badge insert
packs are also available.
Click Fold badges are a unique, high-quality
identity solution that is wholesale-supported.
We invite you to email us for samples—
customerservice@durableofﬁceproducts.com.
DBL276-2011LN
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Passing Zone,
Tim Sanders, a self-styled
“People-Centric Business Expert, will
offer guidance and advice on developing strong business relationships that
will help your business weather constantly changing economic times.
Tim and his Los Angeles-based company, Deeper Media, have participated in some of the most innovative
global marketing campaigns of the
last decade, including:the Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show, Pepsi
Stuff, the 2002 Ford rebranding, and Starbucks’ Customer Experience online initiative.

award Winning Juggling
Comedians. Take two guys
with chainsaws, put them in
tights, throw in a garden
weasel,
and what do you get?
Well, it’s kind of hard to explain, but they’re called The
Passing Zone, and through
the metaphor of juggling, they deliver a message about what business people tend to do when balancing life’s many demands.
Catch them Tuesday morning, June 28, just before the Expo.

Also on his resume: an impressive track record of success with
Yahoo! as its Chief Solutions Officer, Leadership Coach and
later creator of Yahoo’s ValueLab in-house think tank.
Join Tim Monday morning, June 27, when he will share his insights into how you can grow your business by using cuttingedge marketing strategies, build stronger customer
relationships and motivate your sales team.

Emmy Award winning actor, singer,
comedian and TV personality,

Wayne Brady, will be the
star of the show during the Gala Dinner at this year’s ABC , Wednesday
evening, June 29.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
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10:00 AM – 4:30 PM: Office Products Expo

Agenda

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM: Lunch

SUNDAY, JUNE 26

2:00 – 4:30 PM: UPS Booth

Arrivals

Various Tours

6:00 – 9:00 PM: Opening Night Party

Dinner on Own

MONDAY, JUNE 27

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29

7:00 – 8:00 AM: Breakfast

7:30 – 8:45 AM: Breakfast

8:15 – 9:45 AM: General Session

9:00 – 10:30 AM: Seminar Session 4

10:15 – 11:45 AM: Seminar Session 1

10:30 – 10:45 AM: Break

11:45 – 12:45 PM: Lunch

10:45 – 11:45 AM: Town Hall Session

1:00 – 2:30 PM: Seminar Session 2

10:45 – 12:15 PM: Seminar Session 5

2:30 – 2:45 PM: Break

Various Tours

2:45 – 4:15 PM: Seminar Session 3
5:45 – 9:00 PM: North American Office
Products Awards (NAOPA) Cocktails and
Awards Dinner (Registered Guests Only

1:30 – 2:30 PM: Town Hall Session
6:30 – 7:15 PM: Cocktails
7:15 – 9:45 PM: Gala Dinner

8:15 – 9:45 AM: General Session

At this year’s ABC, S.P. Richards will once
again host OPI magazine’s annual North
American Office Products Awards Dinner.
At the dinner, which will take place Monday evening, June 27 and is for registered
guests only, seven different awards will be
presented:
n Best Product—Core Office
Products
n Best Product—Furniture
n Best Product—Technology

THURSDAY, JUNE 30

n Best Product—Cleaning &
Breakroom

Departures

n Product Innovation of the Year

TUESDAY, JUNE 28
7:00 – 8:00 AM: Breakfast

North American
Office Products
Awards Dinner Will
Highlight Industry
Innovation

n Environmentally-Friendly Product of
the Year
n Product of the Year
CONTINUED ON PAGE 40

Be an Environmental Hero
in Your Workplace
This Earth Day
and Everyday
Everyd
“I always use
my coffee mug
from home”

“I think
before I
print”
“I prefer 100%
recycled paper
products for my
office facilities”
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Seminars and
Networking

Take This Job and
Love It! Managing
Stress, Preventing
Burnout and
Balancing Life
On and Off the
Job

Top-class industry education has always
been a hallmark of the ABC conferences
and this year is no exception. Here’s a look
at the sessions on the agenda this year:

Shift – How to
Create a
Relevant,
Resilient, and
Riveting
Organization
Speaker Simon T. Bailey will help your organization achieve almost bullet-proof
protection against the impact of unexpected change by teaching your people
how to vew reversals, fluctuations, and
other changes with positive and pro-active
vision.

Speaker Alan R. Zimmerman will present a high-content, highenergy, high-involvement experience that
will show you how you can create a positive
workplace that is less stressful and more
exciting and where satisfaction and fulfillment are the rule.

Results Rule!
Speaker Randy Pennington will guide you
through the steps to
creating a Results
Rule! culture that will
turn your uniqueness
into a powerful competitive asset. Discover how to align the
strategic issues of relationships, accountability and results to create a sustainable
competitive advantage in a “me too” world!

The 1% Difference
Wouldn’t it be great if
all of your employees
understood how the
everyday
decisions
they make on pricing,
inventory, accounts receivable and expenses
affect the profitability
and performance of
your company? In this
practical and engaging workshop, Kelly
Lyons will help you discover how to modify
your sales and operational strategies to
improve your bottom line 20-100%.

The Science of
Buzz: How
Branding Lights
Up Sales
Does every one in your
company move confidently in the direction of
True North in your messaging, icons, values, vision…everything that comprises a
dynamic brand that drives sales? In not,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 41

NEW!
Self Adhesive Dry Erase Wall Planners
PM Company is a proud partner
of S.P. Richards.

Dry erase
wall planning,
simplified.

PM Company offers sustainable paper rolls and
money handling products that are:
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Quick. Easy.
No tools. No damage.
Just peel, stick,
and you’re done.

Be sure to stop at the MWV Booth
at the SP Richards Advantage
Business Conference.
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plan to join speaker Andy Cleary and find
out about such useful tools as the Branding Promise, Apathy Killers, Branding
Icons, the Sweet Spot Calculator, Meet
Martha and the first steps towards building
a Genius Simple Brand that drives sales.

Smart Calling:
Eliminate Fear,
Failure and
Rejection from
Cold Calling
Speaker Art Sobczak will
offer a proven system to
take the dread out of cold calling and replace it with an intelligent method for engaging prospects in a productive conversation
that leads them to take action and you to
grow sales.

Selling Has
Nothing to Do
With Selling
Speaker Rick Farrell
will present a fast
paced, extremely inter-

active program that will debunk some of
the time-honored beliefs and sales strategies that many companies currently employ. Get ready for a content-rich wake-up
call on how to sell, strategize and position
your company to meet the harsh realities
of the information economy and the challenging economic climate of today’s marketplace.

Paid Search
(Ppc) Marketing
Strategies Using
Google
Adwords.
Join Fortune Web Marketing’s Jennifer Rae
Schulman and Google’s
Alex Nichols-Vinueza and Scott Simpson
to learn how to effectively create, implement and manage paid search engine
campaigns using Google AdWords and
discover key statistics you need to measure and track their effectiveness.

Compensation
Plans—To Get
the Results You
Need!
Hear from industry expert Krista Moore as
she shares the top 10
“must haves” to create
successful compensation plans. You will
leave with creative ideas, tangible materials and a step-by-step approach to reviewing current compensation and
building or redesigning your plans to get
the results you need!

S.P. Richards
Company Town Hall Meeting
Join S.P. Richards Company’s senior level
executive team for a Town Hall Meeting.
Executives will cover a variety of topical
and timely issues and take questions from
the audience. Seating is limited to ensure
interaction and is available on a first-come,
first-served basis.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 42

Purchase this item through S.P. Richards
FurnitureAdvantage™ Program today!

.00

5500 | List Price: 365
$

Air Grid® back with built-in lumbar support
Padded black mesh seat
• 2-to-1 synchro tilt control with adjustable tilt tension
• Height-adjustable arms
• Nylon angled base with oversized dual wheel carpet casters
• SP Richards 2011 Furniture Catalog pg. FA214
•
•
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Visit us at the SP Richards ABC Show in
Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino,
Las Vegas, NV
FurnitureAdvantage™ Booth G and
General Line offering at Booth 125
5500
26½”W x 25½”D x 42”H

CLI-48301, Smoke, 7-Pocket
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MPS: Cut the Confusion; Let the Dealers Profit
By Jennifer Huckeba
Several years ago I found myself on a conference call with a
printer and supplies sales representative. As I listened to the disembodied voice drone on about cost per page and software, I remember thinking to myself, “What in the world is this guy talking
about and why should I care?” Perhaps your first introduction to
Managed Print Services was just as confusing and disenchanting
as mine.
Years later, as we were preparing to launch an MPS program of
our own, we poured over articles, white papers and competitive
data to help us understand MPS and eventually devise the best
solution for our dealers.
Of course, what proved to be our most valuable resource in developing PrintSmart were the dealers themselves.
We quickly learned that many independent dealers were already
entrenched in the world of MPS and successful at it!
But, what these dealers craved was an “advanced” MPS solution.
They wanted one that afforded the flexibility to customize a solution for each customer, invoice customers as they pleased and
eliminated having to pay high fees to obtain the software and other
components necessary to create their own MPS solution.
Above all, we understood that dealers wanted to be more profitable. Our role as the wholesaler, it was suggested, was to provide the framework of the program to our dealers and teach them
how to successfully and profitably implement it.
Now, we’re not saying PrintSmart is the easiest solution. PrintSmart requires a high level of involvement and commitment at the
dealer level. In return, the trade-offs include much greater margin
potential and increased customer loyalty.
We have all heard the saying “Give a man a fish and you will feed
him for a day; teach a man to fish and you will feed him for a lifetime.”
PrintSmart is based on the same premise. If we teach our dealers
how to do Managed Print Services successfully and profitably,
they will be more equipped to achieve long term business growth.
Often, we find that what is standing between a dealer and his MPS
success is fear of the unknown. “MPS is as much an art as a science.
Sometimes you have to make educated guesses. With margins like
these you can afford to,” said Skip Ireland, president of COS Business
Products. “The sin is not to act and decisively move forward."

To answer this, let’s consider your pitch as the dealer and how
your customers might benefit from this agreement.
First, as the dealer, your primary approach is to help your customers save money on the cost of printing. This isn’t fluff—depending upon the current printing environment (and of course the
amount of margin you decide to keep for yourself)—you can save
your customers 10%, 25%, even 40% on the cost of printing.
In addition to substantial cost-savings, you are allowing your customers to outsource management of their printer fleets to you,
which frees up internal resources for them.
Don’t forget to tie it all up with a big green bow—Make each customer’s printer fleet more eco friendly with PrintSmart by reducing
supplies consumption, monitoring energy usage and implementing a cartridge recycling program.
Let’s recap from the end-user’s perspective: “Our office products
dealer is going to save us a heck of a lot on printing costs (which
could make me a hero in my company), we won’t have to deal
with printers anymore because they’re going to do it for us, plus
their solution coincides with our internal green initiatives?” Yes!
With a deal this good for end-users, it’s safe to say that the number of dealers in the OP Channel offering MPS will continue to increase.
Can your dealership survive without MPS? Maybe, but it’s also
important to pose this question to yourself: Would not offering
MPS potentially give your competitors a foot in the door to sell
other products to your customers? The answer is yes.
If you are the type of dealer that values being in control of your
company’s destiny and refuses to sit back while competitors chip
away at your business, then PrintSmart is your MPS destination.
It’s time to take action, defend and grow your business, and give
your customers what they want with an advanced MPS solution
that leaves you in the driver’s seat.
For more information on PrintSmart, contact your local S.P.
Richards sales representative.
Jennifer Huckeba is a PrintSmart specialist at S.P. Richards.

“Why should a dealer dive in?” you ask. “Isn’t MPS just a fad that
will be gone in a couple of years anyway?”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 43
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Exhibitors (as of May 26, 2011)
3M....................................756

Bunn ................................347

Defibtech .........................254

9 to 5 Seating ......................A

Aurora Products
Company .......................1048

A T Cross .......................1049

Bush
Industries, Inc..............129, H

Deflecto ...........................209

Avanti ..............................306

Abco Office Furniture..........C

Avery Dennison ..............532

Business Source............1216

Diversey, Inc. ...................315

Ability One .......................639

Avery Dennison
RBIS/Monarch .................954

Canon U.S.A. ................1118

Dixon Ticonderoga
Company .........................944

Accentra Inc/PaperPro ....928
Acco Brands ....................508

Balt ..................................113

Carl Manufacturing,
USA, Inc...........................953

Baumgartens .................1031

Carson Dellosa
Publishing ........................955

AcroPrint........................1059

Beaumont Products.........255

CBS Solutions .................319

Advantus Corporation .....845

Bic USA, Inc. ...................749

Chartpack - Maco............856

Akro-Mils .........................351

Bigelow Tea .....................349

Chicago Lighthouse.........751

Alba..................................456

Bi-Silque ..........................212

City of Hope.....................727

Alliance Rubber
Company .......................1047

Blazer Brusa Sales ........1025

C-Line Products, Inc........755

BMI ..................................732

Coffee Pro........................309

Amano .............................550

Box Partners....................556

Colgate-Palmolive ...........313

AOSware/
Postmysite.com.............1057

Bretford .......................145, Q

Compucessory ................709

Brother International
Corporation......................902

Continental/Wilen ............307

Buddy Products...............753

Dax .................................151

Acme United
Corporation......................857

At-A-Glance.....................656

Basyx ...............................406

Crayola ............................949

Dial Products ..................257

DMI..............................135, K
DOMTAR..........................825
Durable ..........................1050
Dyson...............................426
Eastman Kodak ...............816
ECI ...................................344
Eco-Products...................436
Elite Image .......................717
Elmers Products, Inc. ......448
Energizer..........................238
Epson America ................919
Esselte .............................839
Eurotech Seating.................U
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Jump Tech .......................931

North American Office
Products Awards .............638

Royal Sovereign
International, Inc. ...........1056

FireKing Security Group ......V

Kantek, Inc.......................918

Numi Tea..........................232

Fiskars .............................458

Katun Media Sciences.....817

Office Partners...............1053

Rubbermaid Commercial
Products ..........................338

Floortex............................444

Kaz, Inc............................233

Office Snax ......................434

Safco ...............................302

Folgers & Millstone
OCS Coffee .....................314

Kellogg's/Keebler ............337

Office Star
Products......................125, G

Salter Brecknell................451

Fortune Brand
Marketing.........................252

Kids in Need ..................1039

Officemate International
Corporation......................757

Samsonite........................633

Kimberly-Clark
Professional .....................318

Oklahoma Sound.............210

Sanford ..........................1006

OP Software ....................153

Sanitaire by
Electrolux .........................312

Falcon Safety.................1016

Johnson and Johnson .....248

Fellowes.........................1038

Genuine Joe.....................326

KFI Seating ..........................T

Georgia Pacific-Dixie .......335

Lathem, Inc. ....................808

Ghent
Manufacturing, Inc. .......1033

Lee Products ...................831

GoJo Industries, Inc. .......343
GOPD ............................1054

Oreck
Commercial Sales............246

Sanyo...............................249

Lion Office
Products, Inc. .................408

Pacific Handy Cutter .......353
Pacon Corporation ..........952

Screenflex
Room Dividers .................147

Panasonic ........................809

Sealed Air ........................739

Paris
Business Products...........956

Sentry Safe ......................133

Pentel of America ............826

Sharp Electronics ............818

Magna Visual ...................854

Pilot Pen Corporation
of America .....................1029

Shop-Vac .........................230

Marcal
Manufacturing LLC ..........234

Plantronics.......................814

Logicblock .......................738

Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters...............438

Logitech...........................806

Hausmann
Industries, Inc. .................215
Havells .............................354
Healthometer
Professional .....................217
Henckel............................453

Sandusksy...........................P

Lexmark .........................1110

Government Sales ...........637

Groupe Lacasse ..................E

OPWIL .............................836

Samsill .............................759

Longbow
Consulting Group ..........1051
Lorell ............................206, J

Martin Seating .....................B
Martin Yale .......................938

PM Company...................410
Printsmart ........................714

Saunders .........................827

Seventh Generation.........253

ShurTech..........................851
Simple Green ...................352
SJ Paper ..........................855
Smead Manufacturing .....514

Master Lock.....................355

Procter & Gamble
Professional .....................430

Master Manufacturing .....858

Pure Red Creative............750

Sony...............................1018

Max USA Corp.................924

Pyramid Technologies .....452

Horizon ............................708

Maxell of America ............916

Quality Park .....................844

Soporcel
North America..................631

HPFI....................................W

Mayline Group.............139, N

R3 Safety .........................317

HSM of America ..............802

McKlien............................552

ReBinder........................1052

Iceberg Enterprises .....218, D

Medline ............................219

Sparco-Nature
Saver-Integra ...................744

Reckitt Benckiser.............332

SPR Marketing.................650

Identity Group..................450

microMICR.......................917

Red Cheetah..................1044

SPRACHT ......................1014

Imation Corporation.........815

Millennium
Mat Company ..................226

Rediform ..........................848

Sprint ...............................258

Redi-Tag ..........................454

SSI ...................................457

Retail Solutions................948

Staedtler ..........................852

Right Angle Products............I

Stanley Bostitch ............1027

Roaring Spring
Paper Products................850

Starbucks Coffee
Company .........................331

Rochester
Midland Corp...................244

Stout ................................350

Hewlett-Packard..............702
Hirsh ....................................L
Hoover Commercial
Vacuums .........................345

Impact Products, LLC .....242
Imprint Plus......................932
Independent Stationers ...455
Intek America...................548
International Paper ..........832
IOA.................................1032
Iris USA............................137
ITW Dymon ......................348

Millers Creek ...................228
MMF Industries................849
My Analyst Pro ................544
Myers Brazell ...................654
Nestle' USA .....................308
Nestle Waters NA ............311
NOPA ...............................250

Royal Consumer
Products LLC...................728

Solo Cup Company .........316

Southworth Co. ...............833

Stratus
Business Solutions ..........737
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Strickland Paper .............930

The Highlands Group.......442

Association ....................1030

Wausau Paper .................414

Stride, Inc. .......................416

The HON Company .........402

Unger Enterprises, Inc. ....359

Webster Industries...........339

Sugar Foods ....................231

The Pencil Grip, Inc. ........957

Unimed ............................213

Werner Company.............357

Tabbies ............................838

The Turbon Group............915

US Luggage...................1037

Westpoint.........................719

TATCO..............................251

Thelarus Group ................829

Verbatim Americas...........819

Xerox .............................1045

Telefield NA RCA Telephones .............906

Tombow ...........................933

Victor Technology ............908

Xstamper .........................538

Tops Products................1026

Virco ....................................O

Zebra Pen Corporation....418

Tennsco .......................149, S

Trend Industries ...............256

Vistar................................330

Zep...................................432

The Chenille
Kraft Company ................951

Tri-Gold Associates .........843

V-Tech
Communications .............914

The Clorox Company.......356

TriMega Purchasing
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If You Don’t Ask
For What You Want,

How Do You
Expect to Get It?
By Troy Harrison
Recently, I was asked what effect I see from
the slow economy on the work of salespeople. We all know the common answers—
slow sales, long decision cycles, etc.—but
I think it’s worth focusing on another area.
For want of a better phrase, I call it “excessive timidity.” This timidity can be a career killer, if you let it.
Understand first, that a salesperson’s role
is to assist, and yes, persuade customers
and help them make purchases that are
beneficial both to themselves and to the
salesperson.
This process works best when the salesperson and the customer mutually advance
through a process that begins with Prospecting, moves to Discovery/Needs Analysis, to
Presentation, to Proposal, to Decision.
It’s the salesperson’s job to assess the
readiness of the customer to advance
through this process, and then to move
the customer.
Ideally in selling, we want each contact
with the customer to advance the relationship. This is true even with existing customers with whom we are already doing
business.
Advancing the relationship with current
customers can take many forms. We can
advocate new products, we can ask for
new and different contacts within the customer’s chain of command or we can get
testimonials and referrals.
The common thread among all of those
things, however, is that we must ask for
the right things to happen.
If we want the customer to buy new products, we have to ask. If we want the customer to give us a referral, that typically
JUNE 2011

won’t happen if we don’t ask.

In selling, you will not get what
you want unless you ask for it.

But instead of gutting up and asking for
what you want, you ask if they have ‘any
questions,’ with the hope that they will
close themselves. What nonsense! If they
had questions, they’d have asked. Instead, just ask for what you want: the sale.

On the face of it, it would seem logical that,
in tough times, it becomes more important
for salespeople to make the most out of
every sales call by asking the right questions,
and moving relationships forward.

“Hi, Mr. Customer, I’m just calling
to touch base/follow up…” Again,

The problem is that tough times generate
fear and timidity in salespeople and that
causes them to do the exact opposite of
the desirable behavior.

an agenda-free call. That’s not respectful
of your time or your customer’s. Instead,
when you call, have a reason and a desired action for the customer to take—and
then ask them to take that action.

The key here is that salespeople become
defensive with the relationships they have.
They become their own worst competitors, and thus they back off from asking
the right questions and doing the right
things, out of a fear that their customers
will perceive them as “pushy” and cut off
the relationships.
As a result, the biggest time-suck of salespeople—chasing ‘maybe’s’ and deals that
won’t happen—becomes a bigger timesuck, and your salespeople become less
productive.
That defensiveness also leaves you ripe for
the picking by competitors, because aggressive competitors will work to show your customers new products, and new
opportunities—which can leave you out in
the cold.
Let’s look at some classic symptoms of
sales timidity:

“I was just calling to see if you
have any questions about…” This
one is normally used in place of competent
follow up on a proposal. You’ve issued an
offering of a specific service for a specific
price, and you’re looking for an answer.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“Mr. Customer, here’s the price –
but…” This is followed by any number of
weak phrases that essentially invalidate
the price you’ve just given.
Anytime you use weasel words after quoting a price, you have hurt yourself in two
ways: First, you will not sell at the quoted
price, because you have virtually demanded that the customer negotiate you
down. Second, you lose the right to close
that piece of business, because you
haven’t quoted a firm price.
In tough times as well as good times, your
job as a salesperson is to ASK for what you
want! You will not get it (a sale, a referral, a
testimonial) unless you ask.
Your customers will not kick you out for
asking, and if they do, they’re not really
your customers at all. Lose the fear, and
get back to selling.

Troy Harrison is a sales consultant, trainer,
and the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!”
Learn more and subscribe to his weekly
E-Zine, the HotSheet, at
www.SalesForceSolutions.net
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IN DEFENSE Of

Great Sales Reps

By Tom Buxton

Overpaid.
Lazy.
Whiner.
Spoiled.
Prima Donna.
Selfish.
Malingering.
Individualistic.
Over-emotional.
Undisciplined.
Rude.
...Those are just some of the printable words
I have heard to describe sales reps in our industry. Forgive me if I leave some of the less
printable adjectives to your imagination.
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To these complaints and observations I
say. “Guilty as charged, BUT!”

heard about that use inside people to open
up new accounts fail miserably.

“BUT” they are the life-blood of any growing office products enterprise. Facebook
and refreshing your branding are great, but
as the old saw goes, “Nothing happens
until somebody sells something.”

Customer service people—and most
farmer type sales reps—are not good at
creating sales activity with anyone except
the folks they already serve.

So, why is the question I am asked most
often when I meet with business owners
something like, “How can I find good reps?”
We are in the midst of one of the worst
economic downturns in recent history and
qualified applicants for all other dealership
positions can be counted by the ream. So
why is hiring a good rep still so hard?
May I suggest that finding good reps is difficult because the job—for all its perks—is
very tough and those who are successful
at it are very special people.
If you don’t believe me, try turning one of
your customer service people into an inside or outside rep.
Every once in a while a customer service
person will become successful at selling,
but most initiatives I have seen or
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I believe that sales reps with the right
stuff—the kind who both hunt and farm
their own business, grow their book each
year and who are able to average around
$80K per month or more after a few
years—are the only highly successful
medium through which our dealers are
growing.
And make no mistake about it: Many dealers are growing their businesses in 2011.
How do growth rates of 20-30% and even
70% sound to you off of bases in the $2030 million range?
Excellent planning and disciplined sales
management usually play an important role
in generating this kind of growth. But when
it comes down to what really wins new accounts and big accounts, it’s the quality
and quantity of your “feet on the street.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 48
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So isn’t it about time we took a moment to give our reps some
accolades and maybe even some special rewards?
I can hear many of you saying, “But they already make more
money than anyone else on my team. I might make everyone else
jealous.”
Yup, they might well be resentful until they try the job themselves.
How well will they do when they need to start a relationship from
scratch? Are they willing to face the possibility of rejection on a
daily basis?
If so, give them the opportunity to try being a rep to see what it’s
like. Most people won’t last a week.
Don’t get me wrong. I know reps can be a pain and I certainly
managed more than my share of “problem children” in my own
days as a dealer.
But some of the best reps you will ever have are also the most
selfish. The harsh truth is that while most reps will buy in to at
least some aspects of the team concept at your dealership, some
of them will never get it.
However, in my opinion—which I know will be controversial for
some—as long as a rep is growing their business and is not consistently rude or over-bearing to other members of your staff, you
should support them, reward them and leave them alone.
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At the end of the day, your primary goal is not to build a sports
team where everyone is focused on doing all they can for the
common good.
If your commission plan is well-designed, both the rep and the
company can win without everyone needing to join in a chorus of
“Kumbaya” at every sales meeting.
So here’s to the successful sales professional. May he or she attend all the ‘Matinees” that they desire. May they receive more
accolades than they deserve and take vacation days whenever
they feel like it.
Above all, may the best reps become more successful each day,
because when that happens, the entire organization will benefit
from their amazing skills.
Next month: finding and training new reps.

Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup consulting
organization, works with independent office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability. For more information, information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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Productive Time:

A Precious Commodity
By Krista Moore

“Know the true value of
time; snatch, seize, and
enjoy every moment of it.
No idleness, no laziness,
no procrastination: Never
put off till tomorrow what
you can do today.”
––Lord Chesterfield

Managing Time Effectively
Time is our most valuable resource. It’s
democratic—each of us has the same
amount of time in a given day—and it’s
also finite.
Once it’s gone, it’s gone, along with whatever opportunities it offered us. Why and
how do some people manage to accomplish
so much more than others in a workday?

In last month’s article, we offered recommendations for dealing with the top two issues behind lack of sales success: not
setting appropriate sales activity goals, and
not recognizing and dealing with developmental needs that your reps might have.

When we talk about effectively managing
time, we’re talking about developing and
maintaining a set of habits and routines
that achieve the following:

While these conditions can certainly impede a sales rep’s progress, it’s also likely
that some personal habits may prevent
them from accomplishing the appropriate
amount of work required to be successful
over the course of a given day—habits that
prevent effective time management and
hamper productivity.

n We set priorities, arranging various activities in terms of importance.

Of course, issues of time management
and productivity aren’t unique to sales
reps. We are all challenged each day with
managing time and staying focused, organized, productive and able to get our
work done.
Many of us begin each year with good intentions and great expectations, only to
find ourselves sidetracked. We end up
spending time and energy on the wrong
activities and ultimately fail to be as productive as we had hoped.
Effective time management is both a practice and a skill. Let’s explore some common pitfalls and areas for improvement,
along with some tips and tricks for changing some of our less effective behavior and
habits. Everyone can learn to be more resourceful and productive.
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n We become organized and organized
around short- and long-term activities.

Effectively managing time allows us to
focus on our most important activities. To
do so, we must apply strong organizational tactics to prioritize and organize
tasks within a variety of timeframes: a
week, a day, or a part of a day.

Yet we often find ourselves doing more administration tasks at that time, such as
checking our e-mails, listening to voicemails, reading and updating our daily
schedule.
These might all seem like necessary activities for the start of a workday, but they’re basically menial tasks that do not require a high
amount of thought, attention and energy.
By the time we’re ready to start tackling
some of the more challenging activities,
we’ve already spent our period of greatest
clarity and focus. Try switching this up a
bit and see what happens.
n Set boundaries for yourself and others, and create uninterrupted time. We
schedule appointments with others on our
calendar, but we rarely schedule appointments with ourselves.
Try setting aside uninterrupted blocks of
time for “thinking” or tasks that require
more concentration or focus.

When we accomplish this, we enhance our
productivity while increasing the quality
and quantity of our work and relationships.

Of course, it’s easy to schedule time for
yourself; the challenge is keeping it, making it sacred and staying focused on what
you’ve specifically set aside the time to
accomplish.

This is clearly an exercise of self-discipline
and it’s not always easy. But do it right and
you will find yourself able to manage a
valuable resource and accomplish more
than others in a given day.

Most of us have a tendency to do the
tasks that we enjoy before those that seem
less fulfilling. Scheduling a time for specific
activities and sticking to it, regardless of
the task, can be extremely productive.

Some Time Management Tips

n Be respectful of your and others'
time. Be aware and more empathetic to
other people's schedules, as you also remain strict that no one steals your time.

n Schedule your high energy tasks during your “high energy” time of the day.
Most people have their highest energy in
the morning. It’s when our bodies and
brains are rested and we’re at our most
productive.

It’s okay to say “no,” but it’s even better to
say “not now”:“I don't have time in my
schedule for that right now but I'll be glad to
look at it tomorrow at 9 AM. Would that be
okay?”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 50
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If you find yourself scheduling ad hoc
meetings, demanding others’ time or having a hard time saying “not now,” try communicating your schedule and priorities to
others and ask for their support.
For example, “I'm going to be on the
phone during prime selling time between
9 and 11 AM. Anything you can do to support me while I'm making these proactive
calls would be greatly appreciated.”

Tips for Enhanced Productivity
n Get rid of “somewhere.” I’ve often said
that if I could find “somewhere,” I’d find all
the missing treasures that I've ever lost.
In your daily work system, everything
should have its place. Being confused, cluttered, and unable to find things can be draining, and wastes valuable time and energy.
n Get your thoughts out of your head
and get them on paper. This is an extremely effective step toward taking action.
Someone once said, “A thought in your
head is the same as no thought at all.
Write it down.”
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Keeping only a mental list of all the things
we have to do (as well as our ideas about
what we need to do about them) causes
stress and sometimes even creates the
sense that what you have to accomplish is
more daunting than it actually is.
Are you a “thinker” or a “doer?”One of the
most effective ways of turning thought into
action starts with writing things down.
n Effective planning means being prepared for what you need to accomplish.
The most effective planning method is to
create a daily to-do list and prioritize the
tasks. Continually review that list over the
course of your day and determine to
whom you can delegate particular tasks.
Add those names to your task list and ask
for help!
n Set realistic, obtainable activities and
goals. “Time realism” is an important aspect of productivity. Give your tasks realistic time frames.

The old adage, “Plan your work and work
your plan,” is the best advice for planning,
organizing and getting things done.
It’s important to remember that good time
management and improved productivity is
not solely about getting more work done.
It’s about achieving success and, in the
process, taking back a few hours each day
for yourself.
Make time your ally, and treat it like the
precious commodity it is.

Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching,
Inc, an executive coaching and consulting
practice that has helped literally hundreds
of independent dealers maximize their full
potential through enhancing their sales
strategies, sales training and leadership
development. For more information, visit K
Coaching’s web site at
www.kcoaching.com

For short-term activities, make sure you
check your accomplishments off the list.
It’s a small thing, but it can be very fulfilling.
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